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A detailed theoretical and empirical investigation of additive noise for indirect detection, active
matrix flat-panel imagers~AMFPIs! has been performed. Such imagers comprise a pixelated array,
incorporating photodiodes and thin-film transistors~TFTs!, and an associated electronic acquisition
system. A theoretical model of additive noise, defined as the noise of an imaging system in the
absence of radiation, has been developed. This model is based upon an equivalent-noise-circuit
representation of an AMFPI. The model contains a number of uncorrelated noise components which
have been designated as pixel noise, data line thermal noise, externally coupled noise, preamplifier
noise and digitization noise. Pixel noise is further divided into the following components: TFT
thermal noise, shot and 1/f noise associated with the TFT and photodiode leakage currents, and
TFT transient noise. Measurements of various additive noise components were carried out on a
prototype imaging system based on a 508mm pitch, 26326 cm2 array. Other measurements were
performed in the absence of the array, involving discrete components connected to the preamplifier
input. Overall, model predictions of total additive noise as well as of pixel, preamplifier, and data
line thermal noise components were in agreement with results of their measured counterparts. For
the imaging system examined, the model predicts that pixel noise is dominated by shot and 1/f
noise components of the photodiode and TFT at frame times above;1 s. As frame time decreases,
pixel noise is increasingly dominated by TFT thermal noise. Under these conditions, the reasonable
degree of agreement observed between measurements and model predictions provides strong evi-
dence that the role of TFT thermal noise has been properly incorporated into the model. Finally, the
role of the resistance and capacitance of array data lines in the model was investigated using
discrete component circuits at the preamplifier input. Measurements of preamplifier noise and data
line thermal noise components as a function of input capacitance and resistance were found to be in
reasonable agreement with model predictions. ©2000 American Association of Physicists in
Medicine.@S0094-2405~00!01408-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Active matrix flat-panel imagers~AMFPIs! represent a tech
nology that has the potential of bringing x-ray imaging in
the digital age for a variety of applications including por
imaging, radiography, fluoroscopy, and mammography1–6

Toward facilitating this goal, it is useful to acquire a detail
knowledge of the noise performance of such imagers as s
information is crucial in understanding performance limi
tions. The noise performance of an imaging system is de
mined by a variety of factors including quantum nois
which corresponds to fluctuations in the number of incid
x-ray quanta, and additive noise, which corresponds to
tem noise in the absence of radiation.7 Detailed knowledge
of system noise is particularly valuable during the initial d
velopment of a new technology, since it can aid in the ch
lenging task of system performance optimization. In t
context, the additive noise component is of particular int
est. If additive noise becomes a dominant component of
overall system noise, image quality is seriously degrad
This effect can be directly quantified by means of the sig
to noise ratio~SNR! as well as the detective quantum ef
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ciency ~DQE! of the system. DQE, which is defined as th
square of the ratio of the SNR at the output of a system
that at the input of a system, is a widely accepted measur
imaging performance.8 For optimum imaging performance,
is desirable that system noise be dominated by x-ray qu
tum noise. Under such conditions, the imaging system is s
to be input-quantum-limited. Therefore, for a given x-r
imaging application, it is desirable to minimize additiv
noise so as to allow input-quantum-limited operation do
to the lowest possible exposures.

In the case of applications involving large x-ray exp
sures, such as portal imaging, mammography, and radio
phy, the signal to noise ratio~SNR! and the DQE of flat-
panel imaging systems are generally limited by quant
noise.1,7,9 However in applications involving low exposure
such as fluoroscopy or low exposure radiography, the a
tive noise can become a limiting factor in determining sy
tem performance.3,5,10 Under such conditions, minimizing
additive noise is highly desirable and can be facilitat
through an understanding of the various noise sources. S
an understanding can be achieved through both empir
measurements and theoretical modeling of these n
18418…Õ1841Õ14Õ$17.00 © 2000 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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TABLE I. Symbols, definitions, and typical values for the array and preamplifier designs incorporated
imaging system used for the measurements.

Symbols Definitions Typical values

Pixel format (data3gate), array size 5123512, 26326 cm2

Pixel pitch, photodiode geometric area 508mm, 0.223 mm2

TFT dimensions 11mm388mm
Cpd photodiode capacitance ;20 pFa

I pd Photodiode leakage current ;110 fA at 26 V biasa

I TFT TFT-off leakage current ;1 fAa

Qtran TFT switching transient charge 165 fCa ~maximum!
Roff TFT-off resistance ;1014 V
Cdata data line capacitance ;75 pF ~estimate!
Rdata data line resistance 10.2 KVa

Von TFT-on voltage Adjustable, typically16 V
Voff TFT-off voltage Adjustable, typically210 V
Vbias Photodiode reverse-bias voltage Adjustable, typically26 V
tpix 5RonCpd , Pixel time constant ;30 ms ~estimate!
tTFT-on TFT-on period Adjustable, typically;180 ms
tTFT-off TFT-off period Adjustable
t int Preamplifier charge integration time Programmable,;150 ms
t frame Time to readout one frame of data Adjustable, min. 1800ms
Cfb Preamplifier feedback~gain! capacitor Programmable
Camp Preamplifier internal input capacitor ;20 pF ~estimate!
A Preamplifier open-loop voltage gain *10 000
f 0 Preamplifier signal bandwidth Variable depending on preamplifier

operational conditions
gm Preamplifier transconductance 8 mA/V

aMeasured values.
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sources. In the present study, a theoretical model of add
noise has been developed based upon an equivalent
circuit for an imager comprising an array of pixels and
associated acquisition electronics.

The theoretical model used in this study was applied to
indirect-detection active matrix flat-panel imager employi
an array of amorphous silicon~a-Si:H! thin-film transistors
~TFTs! and photodiodes.1 The model describes the variou
sources contributing to additive noise including: pixel noi
data line thermal noise, externally coupled noise~e.g., from
power supplies!, preamplifier noise, and digitization no
associated with the analog-to-digital converters. The p
noise includes thermal noise associated with the TFT-on
sistance~when the TFT is conducting!as well as shot noise
and 1/f noise associated with both the photodiode and T
leakage currents. In order to test the validity of the mod
measurements of both the total additive noise and some
dividual noise components were performed in the absenc
radiation using a previously developed active matrix fl
panel imager.1

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. Operational description of the imaging system

The empirical investigation performed to examine the
ditive noise model involved the use of an indirect detecti
active matrix flat-panel imager comprising an array coup
to a custom electronic acquisition system.11 The array has a
pixel format of 5123512 with a pixel-to-pixel pitch of 508
mm giving a total area of 26326 cm2.1,12 Design specifica-
tions for the array, typical operational parameters used
l. 27, No. 8, August 2000
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the measurements, and related symbols are given in Tab
Each pixel consists of ann- i -p ~n-type, intrinsic,p-type lay-
ers! photodiode coupled to a TFT. Figure 1~a! shows a top
view microphotograph of a pixel. The pixel TFT acts as
switch which allows integration of the imaging signal in th
capacitance of the photodiode (Cpd) as well as readout o
this signal by the acquisition system. Array pixels are
ranged in a regular two-dimensional matrix of rows and c
umns. For a given row, the gate contacts of the correspo
ing TFTs are connected to a common conductive trace~the
gate line!which, in turn, is connected to a peripheral ga
driver circuit. For a given column, the drain contacts of t
corresponding TFTs are connected to a common conduc
trace~the data line!which, in turn, is connected to an exte
nal charge-sensitive preamplifier circuit. During imagin
electron–hole pairs generated in the photodiode are colle
by means of an electric field established across it by an
ternally applied reverse bias voltage,Vbias. As long as the
gate lines are maintained at a negative voltage,Voff , the
TFTs remain nonconducting and the imaging signal is c
lected in the photodiodes. Readout of the imaging signa
accomplished by applying a positive voltage,Von, to the gate
lines, typically one gate line at a time. The TFTs along t
corresponding row are thereby made conducting, with e
TFT having a resistanceRon. This allows the imaging signa
for each pixel to be sampled by the preamplifier for the c
responding data line while simultaneously initializing th
pixels. In this study, the voltagesVon and Voff were main-
tained at values of 6 V and 210 V, respectively.

The acquisition system incorporates low noise, appli
tion specific integrated circuit~ASIC! preamplifiers, 16-bit
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FIG. 1. ~a! Microphotograph of an array pixel.~b! Sche-
matic diagram of an array pixel (photodiode1TFT tran-
sistor! connected to a charge integrating preamplifie
The preamplifier has a programmable, bandwid
limiting RC circuit (RsampCsamp, whereRsamp is vari-
able!. The preamplifier also has dual switches~presa-
mple, Spre, and sample,Ssamp) which are used for
double sampling. An analog-to-digital converter~ADC!
digitizes the preamplifier output. Also shown is th
data-line capacitance,Cdata. ~c! Timing diagram illus-
trating the state of various switches shown in~b! as well
as the gate line voltage,VTFT , during readout of an
array with 512 gate lines.
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resolution analog-to-digital converters~ADCs!, digital con-
trol logic and a host computer. The preamplifier is a 3
channel, charge integrating circuit offering double sampl
as well as programmable bandwidth and gain settings.13 Fig-
ure 1~b!shows the circuit diagram of a single array pixel a
its corresponding preamplifier. Figure 1~c! shows a timing
diagram for a typical acquisition sequence which can
summarized as follows. First, the reset switch,Srst, is closed
~for ;5 ms! in order to initialize the preamplifier and to sta
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 8, August 2000
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the acquisition of a new row of pixel data. Immediately aft
the presample switch,Spre, is closed, allowing the circuit to
perform an initial sampling of the preamplifier output~for
;5 ms!. This initial sample excludes any contribution fro
the pixel signal. Subsequently, a second sampling, which
cludes pixel signal, starts when the switchSsamp is closed.
This action triggers the switching of the pixel TFT (Von)
thereby allowing the preamplifier to integrate the pixel s
nal. It also triggers an injection of charge into the pream
e
el

r

FIG. 2. Schematic illustration of a generalized additiv
noise model of a flat-panel imaging system. The mod
consists of five noise components:~a! pixel noise which
includes TFT thermal noise, shot noise and 1/f noise;
~b! data-line thermal noise;~c! externally coupled noise
~e.g., from the power supplies!; ~d! preamplifier noise;
and~e! digitization noise of the ADC. See main text fo
definition of symbols.
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TABLE II. Summary of additive noise components for imaging systems of the type considered in this paper. All noise components are referred to th
the preamplifier and represent RMS values.

Symbols Noise components Definitions and estimations Comments

sadd Total additive noise 5Aspix
2 1samp

2 1sdata
2 1sext

2 1sdig
2 Total additive noise of system

5Aspix
2 1sbase

2

spix Pixel noise 5AsTFT-thermal
2 1s tran

2 1spd-on
2 1spd-off

2 1sTFT-off
2 Becomes the dominant additive

noise contribution for arrays
with large pixels

sTFT-thermal TFT thermal noise '
1

q
A2kTCpd Applies for f 0@

1

2ptpix

s tran TFT transient noise 'A1

q
QtranS 11

f L

f nD a

spd-off Photodiode shot noise and
1/f noise with TFT off 'A1

q
I pd-leaktTFT-offS 11

f L

f nD a Becomes a dominant additive
noise contribution only at very
low frame rates~e.g., at ;0.1
fps!

spd-on
Photodiode shot noise and
1/f noise with TFT on 'A1

q
I pd-leaktTFT-onS 11

f L

f nD a Negligible contribution due to
short TFT-on time

sTFT-off
TFT shot noise and 1/f
noise with TFT off 'A1

q
I TFT-leaktTFT-offS 11

f L

f nD a Negligible contribution due to
small TFT leakage current

sbase Base system noise 5Asamp
2 1sdata

2 1sext
2 1sdig

2 Additive noise excluding pixel
noise

sdata Data line thermal noise 5
1

q
CdataApkTRdataf 0

samp Preamplifier noise 5
1

q
~Cdata1Camp!A16p

3
kT

1

gm
f 0

sext External noise Externally coupled~correlated!noise Depends on power supply,
shielding, etc. Can be largely
removed.

sdig
Digitization quantum
noise 5

1

q

Qsignal

A1232bits

b
Not significant for high
resolution ADCs

af L , empirical parameter, defines the corner frequency at which the 1/f noise becomes equal to the shot noise.
bQsignal, maximum signal charge~in units ofe2) to be digitized; bits, effective resolution of the ADC~in units of ADC bits!; n, spectral slope, determines th
slope of 1/f noise spectral density.
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lifier as an offset to compensate for a transient charge
opposite polarity caused by the TFT switching action.2 The
primary purpose of this correlated double sampling te
nique is to remove noise associated with the reset sw
through subtraction of the two sampled signals. This te
nique, which is analogous to that used in charge coup
devices~CCDs!, is routinely used in low-noise AMFPI ac
quisition systems.14,15 The charge integration time,t int , of
the preamplifier~which is defined as the period between t
rising edge ofVTFT and the falling edge ofSsamp) is typically
set to be at least five times larger than the pixel time c
stant,tpix ~given byRonCpd), so that the pixel signal is ad
equately sampled by the preamplifier. For most of the m
surements,t int was kept constant at 150ms. However, for
some measurements,t int was varied from 5 to 150ms in
order to study noise as a function of this parameter.

The synchronized action between TFT switching and p
amplifier charge integration is repeated until each row
pixels has been read out resulting in the acquisition of
frame of image data. The interval from the beginning
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 8, August 2000
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acquisition of a given image frame to the beginning of t
next frame is defined as the frame time,t frame. In the present
study, a wide range of frame times~1.8 ms up to;50 s!was
achieved through a combination of addressing only two g
lines per frame and by introducing a variable comput
controlled time delay between the acquisition of consecu
image frames. While the frame time for the majority of me
surements was fixed at 1.8 ms~the minimum achievable! in
order to minimize the noise contribution from the photodio
leakage current, some measurements were performed
function of frame time.

B. Noise model

Figure 2 shows a generalized additive noise model of
imaging system shown in Fig. 1~b!. In Fig. 2 the total ad
tive noise is assumed to consist of five uncorrelated no
components: pixel noise, data line thermal noise, extern
coupled noise, preamplifier noise, and ADC digitizati
noise. Each component has an equivalent noise source~de-
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noted by voltage densityv or current densityi! embedded in
an interconnecting noise transfer network. Pixel noise c
sists of TFT thermal noise, shot noise and 1/f noise with
noise densitiesv thermal, i shot, andi 1/f , respectively. The data
line noise, with voltage noise density,vdata, consists of the
thermal noise generated by the data line resistance,Rdata.
The externally coupled noise component, with voltage no
densityvext, corresponds to all external noise which coup
to the data lines through parasitic capacitance, includ
noise from the voltage supplies forVbias,Voff ,Von and for the
preamplifiers. The preamplifier noise is represented by
input voltage noise density,vamp, in series, and a curren
noise density,i amp, in parallel with the input of the preamp

FIG. 3. ~a! Equivalent circuit for the TFT thermal noise. The preamplifi
input node is simplified to an equivalent capacitance,Cin* , given by Cdata

1ACfb . The symbolsCpd , Cdata, and Cfb represent the photodiode, da
line, and preamplifier feedback capacitance, respectively. The symbA
represents the open-loop voltage gain of the preamplifier.~b! Equivalent
circuit for the shot noise and 1/f noise of the photodiode and of the TFT
The preamplifier input node is simplified to the equivalent capacitance,Cin*
as in~a!. ~c! Equivalent circuit for preamplifier noise.~d! Equivalent circuit
for data line thermal noise.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 8, August 2000
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lifier. ADC digitization noise is represented by a voltag
noise density,vadc. In this paper, because these noi
sources are uncorrelated, they have been analyzed indiv
ally and the resulting noise charge, referred to the input
the preamplifier, has been estimated for each noise com
nent. The total additive noise is then derived by summing
the noise components in quadrature. A summary of all ad
tive noise components is given in Table II.

1. Pixel noise „spix …

Noise generating mechanisms within a pixel include ra
dom charge fluctuations induced by the thermal noise of
TFT-on resistance (Ron) ~referred to as TFT thermal noise!.
These mechanisms also include shot and 1/f ~flicker! noise
induced by photodiode leakage currents, by TFT leak
currents, and by the TFT switching transient current.2,16

a. TFT thermal noise(sTFT-thermal): Figure 3~a!shows an
equivalent noise circuit for a pixel connected to a pream
lifier when the TFT is in the on state.~The TFT-off state is
essentially an open circuit and the corresponding TFT th
mal noise contribution is negligible.! The thermal noise spec
tral density,v thermal, associated with the resistanceRon is
expressed by the Johnson formula,17

v thermal
2 54kTRon~V2/Hz!, ~1!

where k is the Boltzmann constant andT is the absolute
temperature. This expression gives the average volt
power density. The thermal noise, in units of charge, is
pressed by Parseval’s theorem,17

s thermal5ACpd
2 E

0

`

uHpix~v!u2v thermal
2 dv, ~2!

wherev52p f , andf is frequency. In the equation,Hpix(v)
is the frequency-dependent transfer function formed by
pixel-preamplifier network and is given by

uHpix~v!u5
1

AS Cpd1Cin*

Cin*
D 2

1~vRonCpd!
2

. ~3!

In this equation,Cin* is the effective capacitance at the pr
amplifier input node presented to the thermal noise volt
and is expressed asCin* 5Cdata1ACfb . Assuming an ideal
op-amp for which the open-loop voltage gainA is infinitely
large and independent of frequency, Eq.~3! can be simplified
with the approximation (Cpd1Cin* )/Cin* '1. Using this ap-
proximation, and substituting Eqs.~1! and ~3! into Eq. ~2!,
the expression becomes

s thermal'AkTCpd. ~ if Cin* @Cpd!. ~4a!

Each time the TFT is turned off, the amount of noi
determined by Eq.~4a! will be integrated in the capacitanc
of the photodiode. When the TFT is turned on again for
next data frame, the preamplifier samples the thermal no
s thermal, from the TFT as well as the thermal noise,s thermal,
integrated on the photodiode from the previous frame. Si
the two noise contributions are equal and uncorrelated,
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total TFT thermal noise sampled by the preamplifier is
creased by a factor of&. Therefore, under typical data ac
quisition conditions where switching between the TFT-
and TFT-off states is continuous, the total TFT thermal no
~in units of electrons!is given by

sTFT-thermal'
1

q
A2kTCpd ~e2!, ~4b!

whereq is the electron charge. In order to account for t
limited sampling time of the preamplifier,t int , Eq.~4b! takes
the form3,18

sTFT-thermal'
1

q
A2kTCpd~12e22t int /tpix! ~e2!. ~4c!

Under typical operating conditions wheret int is set to a value
of at least 5 pixel time constants (5tpix), Eq. ~4c! asymptoti-
cally approaches the form given in Eq.~4b!.

b. Shot and1/f noise associated with leakage curren
(spd-on ,spd-o f f ,sTFT-o f f): When the TFT is in the off
state, leakage currents in the reverse biased photodiode
in the TFT induce shot noise contributions which are in
grated in the photodiode. For each of the photodiode
TFT, the corresponding current noise density is expresse
the Schottky formula,i shot52qI (A2/Hz),17 where I is the
leakage current in the photodiode,I pd, or in the TFT,I TFT .
Each shot noise contribution~in units of e2) is given by

sshout5AI t

q
~e2!, ~5!

wheret corresponds to the TFT-off time,tTFT-off . As in the
case of TFT thermal noise, the expression for shot noise
be generalized to account for the limited sampling time
the preamplifier.

When the TFT is conducting, the photodiode generate
leakage charge proportional to the TFT-on time,tTFT-on. In
this case, Eq.~5! again applies, although the magnitude
the photodiode shot noise is considerably reduced s
tTFT-on is typically orders of magnitude smaller thantTFT-off .

Flicker (1/f ) noise is mainly associated with the trappin
and releasing of charge in thea-Si:H material in the photo-
diode and in the TFT. The magnitude of these effects
strongly influenced by the manufacturing process~i.e., the
design and quality of the devices!. The spectral density o
1/f noise is ~approximately!inversely proportional to the
sampling frequency,f s , which, in turn, is equal to the in
verse of the frame time,t frame. The sum of shot and 1/f
noise can be expressed by17

s5sshotA11
f L

f s
n ~e2!, ~6!

wheresshot is given by Eq.~5!. The empirical parameterf L ,
known as the corner frequency, is the frequency at which
shot and 1/f noise components are equal. The parameten,
known as the spectral slope, determines the slope of
spectral density of the 1/f noise. Equation~6! is used to
determine the combined magnitude of the shot and 1/f noise
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 8, August 2000
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components for both the photodiode (spd-off andspd-on) and
for the TFT(sTFT-off). Finally, in the present analysis bot
the shot and flicker noise components of the TFT when
TFT is conducting (sTFT-on) are assumed to be negligible.

c. Shot and1/f noise associated with TFT transient cu
rent (s tran): In the TFT-off state, in addition to the TFT
leakage current previously described, a transient current f
the TFT persists after the TFT is switched off.16 This current,
which originates from the release of trapped charge fr
previous TFT-switching action, contributes a signal of opp
site polarity compared to that of the photodiode. A no
component,s tran, associated with this transient charge c
be calculated using Eq.~6!. In this case, the correspondin
current required for Eq.~5! decreases in an exponential-lik
manner due to the fact that the current depends upon
mechanism of charge release from the trapping states in
a-Si:H material. In model calculations, the productI t in Eq.
~5! was replaced by an empirical determination of the tra
sient charge,Qtran.16

Since all pixel noise components are uncorrelated to e
other, they add in quadrature leading to the following expr
sion:

spix5AsTFT-thermal
2 1spd-on

2 1spd-off
2 1sTFT-off

2 1s tran
2 . ~7!

A summary of the various noise components appearing
Eq. ~7! is contained in Table II.

2. Preamplifier noise „samp …

Figure 3~c!is an equivalent circuit for preamplifier nois
for the design of the preamplifier used in the measureme
The equivalent input noise source of the preamplifier
mostly determined by its first stage differential input trans
tor pair. For an identical pair of metal–oxide–semiconduc
field effect transistors~MOSFETs!the voltage noise density

is A4kT(2)(2
3)(1/gm)(V/AHz),17,19 where gm is the trans-

conductance of the MOSFETs, the factor~ 2
3! is a parameter

value for MOSFET device, and the factor 2 is introduced
account for the two transistors. The input leakage curr
noise density,i amp ~appearing in Fig. 2!, is usually negligibl
for MOS transistors and is therefore ignored. The input
pacitance consists of the data line capacitance,Cdata, and the
internal input capacitance of the preamplifier,Camp. The
noise charge at the preamplifier input can be calculated
follows:19

samp5
1

q
&~Cdata1Camp!A4kT

2

3

2

gm

p

2
f 0 ~e2!, ~8!

wheref 0 and (p/2) f 0 are the signal and noise bandwidths
the preamplifier, respectively. The factor& accounts for the
effect of double sampling on the noise. The bandwidthf 0 is
a function of a number of parameters including the inp
capacitance load, the feedback capacitor, the biasing co
tion of the first stage transistor pair, as well as the pream
lifier time constantRsampCsamp @where Rsamp and Csamp are
parts of the preamplifier circuit as shown in Fig. 1~b!#. For
the preamplifier used in the study,Csamp is fixed andRsamp

can be set~programmed!to one of four different values
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thereby allowing variation of the bandwidth. While decrea
ing bandwidth reduces preamplifier noise, it also results
slower readout speeds. Therefore, striking a compromise
tween preamplifier noise and readout speed is facilitated
the ability to vary the bandwidth through adjustment
Rsamp.

3. Data-line thermal noise „sdata …

Figure 3~d!shows a simplified circuit for the data lin
thermal noise. The capacitance and resistance of the
line, which in reality are continuously distributed along t
full length of the data line trace, are simplified and rep
sented by two bulk capacitors, each with capacitanceCdata/2,
which are assumed to be distributed on either side of a b
resistor,Rdata. The data line noise is generated by therm
voltage fluctuations along the data line resistance,Rdata, and
the equivalent voltage noise density is given by a formula
the same form as Eq.~1!. In the figure, for the noise voltag
coming from the data line, the preamplifier input node ser
as a virtual ground and bypasses the two capacitors (Cdata/2
and Camp) at the preamplifier input. Therefore, these tw
capacitors do not store the thermal noise charge. Rathe
noise charge is stored only in the capacitor at the left sid
Rdata. Furthermore, since the time constant for the data
(RdataCdata, typically !1 ms! is small compared to that of th
preamplifier, it corresponds to a higher bandwidth. As no
is limited by the RC circuit~which acts as a low pass filter
with the lowest bandwidth, it is reasonable to assume
data line thermal noise will be limited by the preamplifi
bandwidth,f 0 . @This assumption is different from the case
TFT thermal noise where the validity of Eq.~4a! depends
upon the assumption that the noise is bandwidth-limited
the pixel time constant, not by the preamplifier bandwidt#
Under these conditions, the data line thermal noise charg
the preamplifier input is given by

sdata5
1

q
&

Cdata

2
A4kTRdata

p

2
f 0 ~e2!, ~9!

where the factor& is introduced to account for the effect o
double sampling.

4. Externally coupled noise „sext …

The noise from external voltage supplies as well as fr
environmental electromagnetic interference~EMI!, can all
couple to each preamplifier, primarily through its data lin
In Fig. 2, all of these noise components are collectively
ferred to as externally coupled noise and symbolically rep
sented by an equivalent noise voltage density,vext. In prac-
tice, reducing these noise contributions to a level where
system is limited by other more intrinsic noise~e.g., thermal
noise! is a nontrivial task. The level of the external noi
largely depends on the following factors: the quality of t
voltage supplies, the effectiveness of the shielding for
electromagnetically sensitive parts~especially the array!of
the system, and the EMI of the environment. Furthermo
due to the structural uniformity among data lines and
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 8, August 2000
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preamplifiers, the external noise tends to couple to each
channel equally resulting in a correlated noise componen

5. Digitization noise „sdig …

The process of analog to digital conversion involves
quantization noise. Theoretically, the magnitude of this no
depends only on the resolution of the ADC and the mag
tude of the analog signal. For an otherwise noise-free A
circuit, the quantization noise is given by the expression20

sdig5
1

q

Qsignal

A1232bits
~e2!, ~10!

whereQsignal is the maximum signal charge that can be di
tized andbits is the effective resolution of the ADC in unit
of bits.

6. Total additive noise „sadd …

The total additive noise of an imaging system,sadd, is the
sum in quadrature of the uncorrelated individual noise co
ponents~pixel noise,spix , preamplifier noise,samp, data
line thermal noise,sdata, externally coupled noise,sext, and
digitization noise,sdig)

sadd5Aspix
2 1samp

2 1sdata
2 1sext

2 1sdig
2 5Aspix

2 1sbase
2 ,

~11!

wherespix is given by Eq.~7!. In Eq.~11!, sbasedenotes the
base noise of the system, excluding pixel noise compone
and is given by

sbase5Asamp
2 1sdata

2 1sext
2 1sdig

2 . ~12!

C. Noise measurement methodology

In order to investigate the validity of the additive nois
model described in this paper, measurements of the add
noise were performed to allow direct, detailed compariso
between empirically determined quantities and model pre
tions. These measurements consisted of determination
both the total additive noise,sadd, as well as of a number o
its components and involved the use of the active ma
flat-panel imager described previously. Specifically, t
quantitiesspix , s tran, s thermal, samp, andsdata, or combina-
tions of these quantities, were determined and compare
they were both empirically accessible and inherently int
esting in the context of model validation. Determination
these noise components necessitated measurements wi
array connected to the electronic acquisition system as
as measurements in the absence of the array. In addi
obtaining these components necessitated the eliminatio
other noise components (sbase, sdig , and sext), which are
otherwise not of interest in the context of model predicti
comparisons. This was accomplished through empirical
termination ofsbase, calculation ofsdig , and direct elimina-
tion of sext by means of an analysis technique.

In order to further test the validity of the model, nois
measurements were performed as a function of the inde
dent variables frame time,t frame, and preamplifier integra-
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1848 Maolinbay et al. : Additive noise properties 1848
tion time, t int . In addition, for measurements performed
the absence of the array (samp andsdata), preamplifier input
capacitance (Cdata) and resistance (Rdata) were also treated a
independent variables by replacing the array with discr
resistors and capacitors. For array measurements as a
tion of t frame, this parameter was varied from;1.8 ms up to
10 s, witht int fixed at 150ms. For measurements as a fun
tion of t int , this parameter was varied from 5 to 150ms with
t frame fixed at;1.8 ms. Finally, for measurements as a fun
tion of Cdata, this parameter was varied from 0 to 136 p
with t frame and t int fixed at ;1.8 ms and 150ms, respec-
tively. In this case, values forRdata of 0, 5, 10, and 20 kV
were used. For all noise measurements with the array c
nected to the electronic acquisition system, the photodi
bias voltage,Vbias, was fixed at26 V.

For all array measurements, a data acquisition seque
consisting of a number of consecutive frames~‘‘readout
cycles’’! was performed. While initial frames~10 000, for
most measurements!were discarded in order to establis
equilibrium between charge trapping and charge releas
the a-Si:H photodiodes,2 the remaining frames~typically
100! were saved and used for data analysis. Data ana
consisted of calculating the standard deviation in the m
signal for each pixel over the samples~i.e., frames!obtained.
In the case of noise measurements performed in the abs
the array, the system was operated in a manner very sim
to when the array was present and noise data were obta
by directly probing the output signal of the preamplifier wi
a digital oscilloscope.

1. Measurement of total additive noise „sadd …

Measurements of the total additive noise were conduc
using the sampling method shown in Fig. 1~c! and previously
discussed. Data were acquired for all pixels in a small, c
tiguous region of the array (732 pixels or 1631 pixels
@data3gate#). Signals from nonaddressed pixels were p
vented from contributing to the measurements by mainta
ing a negative voltage (Voff) to the corresponding gate line

2. Elimination of externally coupled noise „sext …

The externally coupled noise associated with voltage s
plies within the acquisition electronics or from outside ele
tromagnetic sources produces a correlated noise compo
at the preamplifier input, also referred to as line noise. In
image, this noise manifests itself as striations along the g
line direction. Since pixels on a given gate line incur t
same voltage fluctuations during readout, it is therefore p
sible to remove their common systematic signal variatio
This correlated noise component was eliminated by usin
pair of neighboring pixels lying on the same gate line. F
each data sample, subtraction of the signals for the pixel
yields a response free of correlated noise. Analysis is t
performed on this difference with the resulting standard
viations divided by& to account for additional uncorrelate
noise introduced by the subtraction. This method has pro
to be very effective in reducing all external noise comp
nents due to their highly correlated nature. In the pres
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 8, August 2000
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study, because external noise can vary from one meas
ment to the next, this ‘‘correlated noise subtraction metho
was applied so as to eliminate its contribution.

3. Measurement of system base noise „sbase … and
pixel noise „spix …

The noise associated with the acquisition system,sbase,
was measured using a timing procedure similar to that u
for the total additive noise measurement. However, in t
case all 512 gate lines of the array were kept at a nega
voltage,Voff , so that signal sampling by the preamplifier w
performed in the absence of pixel signal. Moreover, sin
under these conditions all pixels along a data line are isola
from the line by the large TFT-off resistance,Roff , their
noise contribution is negligible. In addition, all the gate lin
were inspected to ensure that there were no defective
floating gate lines, which would otherwise contribute ex
noise due to TFT leakage. Finally, pixel noise was det
mined through subtraction in quadrature of the results of
measurements of total additive noise and base noise.

4. Measurement of preamplifier noise „samp … and
data line thermal noise „sdata …

When the array is attached to the electronic acquisit
system, it is not possible to directly measure the preampli
and data line thermal noise components individually. Ho
ever, their combined magnitude,Asamp

2 1sdata
2 , can be in-

ferred from the measurement of the system base noise,sbase,
when the other components ofsbase ~i.e., digitization noise
and externally coupled noise! are eliminated. While externa
noise was experimentally removed by means of the co
lated noise subtraction method described above, digitiza
noise was removed via calculation ofsdig using Eq.~10!.

Furthermore, in order to determine the magnitudes
samp andsdata separately so as to test model predictions
these quantities, the circuit shown in Fig. 3~d!was assembled
using discrete component capacitors and resistors~in the ab-
sence of the array!at the input of the preamplifiers. For
given value ofRdata, the noise representingAsamp

2 1sdata
2

was measured as a function of capacitance,Cdata. The mea-
surement at a value forRdata of 0 V corresponds to the cas
of the data line thermal noise contribution approaching ze
thereby providing a direct measure of preamplifier noi
This knowledge ofsamp, in turn, allowed the magnitude o
sdatato be extracted from the aforementioned array meas
ment of Asamp

2 1sdata
2 . To further test the model, measur

ments ofAsamp
2 1sdata

2 were also performed~in the absence
of the array!as a function of preamplifier bandwidth, withf 0

ranging from 135 to 230 kHz andRdata andCdata fixed at 5
kV and 66 pF, respectively. In these measurements, the
amplifier gain was reduced~corresponding to an increase
preamplifier charge capacity from;4 pC to ;23 pC!in
order to allow a larger range of bandwidth values. For
measurements ofAsamp

2 1sdata
2 , the bandwidth was empiri-

cally determined.
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5. Measurement of TFT transient noise „s tran … and
TFT thermal noise „s thermal …

In the measurements, the TFT transient noise could no
determined separately from the TFT thermal noise since b
components derived from TFT switching. However, t
quantity As tran

2 1s thermal
2 was empirically determined an

compared with model predictions. The determination of t
quantity involved the readout of only a single row of pixe
per frame. Two types of measurements were performe
the minimum frame time~;1.8 ms! in order to render the
photodiode and TFT shot noise contributions,spd-off and
sTFT-off , negligible. The first was a measurement of the to
additive noise of the system,sadd, performed as describe
above. The second used the same measurement tech

FIG. 4. Measurements of pixel dark signal~squares!plotted as a function of
frame time,t frame. Data are shown for a photodiode bias voltage,Vbiasof ~a!
22 V, and ~b!26 V. Due to the contribution of an unknown amount
charge from TFT switching and the preamplifier circuit, these data con
an arbitrary offset and thus represent relative, not absolute, magnitudes
each data set, the solid line represents a linear fit to the pixel dark s
measurements at long frame times. The dotted–dashed line repre
charge remaining in the TFT which is yet to be released as TFT trans
charge. The dotted line represents the cumulative TFT transient charge
main text for details.
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employed for total additive noise except for the fact that
TFTs of the selected gate line were continually maintained
the on state. The second measurement was subtracte
quadrature from the first. The square root of these subtra
values is equal toAs tran

2 1s thermal
2 since the second measur

ment excludes the TFT transient noise contribution as wel
the contribution of TFT thermal noise from the previo
frame.

D. Determination of noise model parameters

In the model, five components of pixel noise are specifi
as indicated in Eq.~7!. Calculations ofsTFT-thermalwere per-
formed using Eq.~4b! while calculations ofsTFT-off , spd-off ,
spd-on, and s tran were performed using Eq.~6!. For each
component, the parameters used in the model calculat
were either known from the array design~as summarized in
Table I!, empirically determined using the imaging syste
or assumed. For thesTFT-thermalcalculations, the photodiode
capacitance,Cpd, was determined to be;20 pF ~using the
measurement technique reported in Ref. 2 and a tempera
T, of 295 K was assumed!. In Eq. ~6!, the value of the cor
frequency,f L , depends upon the manufacturing process a
may vary from pixel to pixel on the same array. For purpos
of the present study, a central value off L51 Hz is
assumed.18 In addition, the parametern, which typically var-
ies from 0.8 to 1.3 for various devices,21 was set to a value o
1 for the TFTs and the photodiodes.

For the calculation of each ofspd-off , spd-on, ands tran,
the value used for the corresponding shot noise contribut
sshot, was derived from Eq.~5! using the product of an em
pirically determined leakage current,I, and the appropriate
time interval,t, or using a direct measurement of the leaka
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FIG. 5. Noise model calculations of the various components of pixel no
plotted as a function of frame time. As for all calculations appearing in
following figures, these predictions correspond to the array design sum
rized in Table I and the values represent RMS noise, referred to the inp
the preamplifier. The calculations forsTFT-thermal, s tran, spd-off , sTFT-off ,
and spd-on are indicated by solid squares, open circles, solid circles, o
squares, and solid triangles, respectively. The lines joining the points
included for clarity of presentation.
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1850 Maolinbay et al. : Additive noise properties 1850
charge,I t. ~In the case ofsTFT-off , a leakage current of 1 fA
was assumed.18! For the calculations associated with th
TFT-on state (spd-on) and the TFT-off state (spd-off and
sTFT-off), t was given by preamplifier integration time,t int ,
and frame time,t frame, respectively.

Figures 4~a!and 4~b!contain measurements of the rel
tive magnitude of the total pixel dark signal~squares!, plot-
ted as a function oft frame for photodiode bias voltages,Vbias,
of 22 V and 26 V, respectively. The pixel dark signal in
cludes contributions from photodiode and TFT leakage c
rents, the TFT transient current, and charge originating fr
TFT switching and the preamplification circuit.2 The mini-
mum observed in the data at low frame times is due to
contribution of the TFT transient current, which is oppos
in polarity to the photodiode current and decreases with
creasingt frame. At frame times beyond this minimum, th
TFT transient current becomes negligible and the dark sig

FIG. 6. Noise measurements plotted as a function of frame time.~a! Total
additive noise before and after the application of the correlated noise
traction method~solid and open circles, respectively!; base noise before and
after correlated noise subtraction~solid and open squares, respectively!. ~b!
Pixel noise,spix , derived from the correlated-noise-subtracted total addit
noise and base noise data shown in~a!. Three sets of pixel noise result
corresponding to the noisiest pixel~solid circles!, the quietest pixel~open
circles!, and the average behavior of all sampled pixels~crosses!, are shown
The line corresponds to noise model calculations.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 8, August 2000
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increases in a linear manner. The slope of this linear reg
~represented by a solid line in each figure! corresponds to a
leakage current of;25 fA and;110 fA for the22 V and
26 V data, respectively. These values were assumed to
resent a reasonable estimate of the photodiode leakage
rent in the TFT-off state, given the comparatively smal
leakage current assumed for the TFT.~It was also assumed
that the same photodiode leakage currents applied for
calculations ofspd-on.)

In the case of thes tran calculations, the transient charg
Qtran, required for the shot noise parameter calculations, w
determined as follows. For a given value of frame time,
difference between the measured pixel dark signal and
solid line in each of Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!corresponds to the
absolute magnitude of the amount of trapped charge in
TFT yet to be released via the TFT transient current.16 This
magnitude, represented by the dotted–dashed lines in the
ures, is a maximum att frame equals zero, and asymptoticall
approaches zero at higher frame times. The magnitude of
maximum is;165 fC and represents the total amount
charge deposited in the photodiode by the TFT transient
rent at long frame times,Qtran-max. In each figure, the dotted
curve, obtained by subtracting the dotted-dashed curve f
Qtran-max, corresponds to the amount of TFT transient cha
deposited in the photodiode~i.e., Qtran) as a function of
t frame. A careful comparison of the dotted lines in the tw
figures indicates that the results are independent ofVbias, as
would be expected.

III. RESULTS

A. Pixel noise „spix …

1. Dependence on frame time „t frame …

Model predictions for each of the individual componen
of pixel noise, plotted as a function of frame time, are sho
in Fig. 5. The figure shows that TFT thermal noise, which

b-

FIG. 7. Measurements of pixel noise,spix , ~circles! and data line thermal
noise,sdata, ~squares!plotted as a function of preamplifier integration tim
The solid and dashed lines correspond to noise model calculations ofspix

andsdata, respectively.
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1851 Maolinbay et al. : Additive noise properties 1851
independent oft frame, is the dominant component for sho
frame times~i.e., &1 s!. At higher frame times, shot an
flicker noise, which are associated with the photodiode
TFT transient leakage currents, increase with increas
frame time and eventually become the dominant com
nents.

Figure 6~a! shows measurements of the total additi
noise of the system,sodd, plotted as a function of frame
time. Results are shown before~solid circles!and after~open
circles!the application of the previously described correla
noise substraction method used to eliminatesext. The effect
of removing sext is relatively small for most of the data
indicative of modest correlated noise contributions.~The
comparatively larger correlated noise contributions obser
for a few of the measurements were possibly due to interm
tent environment electromagnetic interference.! Measure-
ments of system base noise,sbasebefore~solid squares!and
after ~open squares!correlated noise subtraction are al
shown in the figure. These results indicate that, for
present imaging system,sbase is independent of frame time
and that it represents only a relatively small contribution
the total additive noise.

Three sets of pixel noise measurements,spix , are plotted
in Fig. 6~b!. Two of these sets correspond to individual p
els exhibiting the highest~solid circles!and lowest~open
circles!levels of noise observed, while the third set~crosses!
corresponds to the average from all (732) sampled pixels.
The large measured variations between individual pixels
long frame times could be due to significant pixel-to-pix
variations in the corner frequency,f L . The figure also shows
model calculations forspix ~line! which correspond to the
sum of all of the individual noise components shown in F
5. In general, there is reasonable agreement between
measurements and theory.

2. Dependence on preamplifier integration time
„t int …

In Fig. 7, model calculations~solid line! and measure-
ments ~circles! of pixel noise are shown as a function
preamplifier integration time,t int . Under the conditions of
the measurements and calculations~i.e., t frame51.8 ms) the
pixel noise is completely dominated by the TFT therm
noise component. While the theoretical predictions are
reasonable agreement with the measurements at values ot int

greater than the pixel time constant,tpix(;30ms), at shorter
values oft int the data exhibit a considerably steeper decre
than the calculations. It is interesting to point out that repl
ing the factor of 2 in the exponent of Eq.~4c! with unity
considerably improves the agreement at shorter values ot int

while leaving the results at longer values oft int unaffected.
However, in any case, imaging systems are normally op
ated at preamplifier integration times at least five times lar
than the pixel time constant in order to insure maximu
collection of the pixel signal.

The diminution of pixel noise,spix , with decreasingt int

originates from the fact that as the preamplifier integrat
time becomes short compared totpix , the collection of pixel
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 8, August 2000
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signal by the preamplifier becomes increasingly incompl
thereby leading to a truncated measurement of pixel sig
and noise. In principle, the same effect could occur with d
line thermal noise given the parallels between data line th
mal noise and TFT thermal noise. However, since the ti
constant of a data line is typically quite small~e.g.,
RdataCdata'0.8ms for the present array!, it is unlikely that a

FIG. 8. Measurements and calculations of the combined preamplifier and
data line thermal noise components,Asamp

2 1sdata
2 . ~a! Measurements ob-

tained in the absence of the array for input resistance,Rdata, values of 0, 5,
10, and 20 kVindicated by open diamonds, triangles, circles, and squa
respectively. These results are plotted as a function of input capacitan
the preamplifier,Cdata. Noise model calculations corresponding to the co
ditions of the measurements are shown by the solid symbols. These c
lations utilize the measured value of the bandwidth and also include
offset of 365e2 which was added in order to account for the effect
extraneous noise contributions which were present in the correspon
~nonarray!measurements. The lines in the figure joining the points are
cluded for clarity of presentation. In addition, the result of a single meas
ment ofAsamp

2 1sdata
2 , obtained with the array connected to the acquisiti

electronics, is shown by a star. Note that in this figure, they-axis starts from
250e2. ~b! Measurements obtained in the absence of the array~open
circles! plotted as a function of the preamplifier bandwidth,f 0 . These re-
sults were obtained using a fixed value of 5 kV for Rdataand 66 pF forCdata.
Noise model calculations corresponding to the conditions of the meas
ments are shown by a solid line. These calculations include the same o
of 365e2 as used in~a!.
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imaging system would be operated under conditions wh
the selected value oft int is sufficiently small that any effec
would be observed. For example, in Fig. 7 measurement
sdata ~squares!as a function oft int remain essentially un
changed. Furthermore, the magnitude of these measurem
is consistent with the value forsdata predicted by the mode
~dashed horizontal line!.

B. TFT transient noise „s tran … and TFT thermal noise
„s thermal …

Model predictions for the pixel noise components asso
ated with the TFT switching action,s tran and s thermal, are
240e2 and 1790e2, respectively, at a frame time of 1.8 m
Their combined magnitude,As tran

2 1s thermal
2 , of ;1810e2 is

in reasonable agreement with a measured value of;2140
e2, given an estimated measurement precision of appr
mately6300e2. In addition, a measurement of pixel nois
spix , at the same frame time, yielded a value of;2600e2.
At this value oft frame, TFT thermal noise is by far the dom
nant component ofspix and the model predicts a value o
;2530e2(&s thermal), which is in good agreement with th
spix measurement. This detailed examination of the con
bution of s thermal to additive noise, strongly supports th
manner in which the phenomenon of TFT thermal noise
been represented in the model.

C. Preamplifier noise „samp… and data line thermal
noise „sdata…

Figure 8~a!shows measurements of preamplifier and d
line thermal noise,Asamp

2 1sdata
2 ~open symbols!obtained in

the absence of the array through the use of discrete com
nents connected to the input of the preamplifier. The no
was measured as a function of input capacitance,Cdata, for a
variety of input resistance values,Rdata, ranging from 0 to 20
kV. The corresponding noise model calculations are a
shown~solid symbols!. In these calculations, the magnitu
of the preamplifier bandwidth varied~from ;9 to ;69 kHz!
with input capacitance,Cdata, and was determined throug
direct measurements at each value ofCdata. Generally, the
results indicate thatAsamp

2 1sdata
2 increases both with inpu

capacitance and input resistance. The agreement betw
model calculations and measurements is fairly good for n
zero input resistance. At zero input resistance, which co
sponds to the case of no contribution from the data line th
mal noise, discrepancies between theory and measurem
increase with increasingCdata. This disagreement may b
due to additional preamplifier noise contributions that are
accounted for in the model. A measurement ofAsamp

2 1sdata
2

with the array connected to the electronic acquisition sys
is also shown in the figure~indicated by a star!.~In the case
of the array measurement,RdataandCdataare estimated to be
;10 kV and;75 pF, respectively.!The difference between
the array measurement,;1250e2, and the value to be ex
pected based on interpolation of measurements involv
discrete components,;1050 e2, is within the precision of
the experimental techniques.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 8, August 2000
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Figure 8~b!shows measurements ofAsamp
2 1sdata

2 in the
absence of the array as a function of the preamplifier ba
width. The measurements were conducted for a fixed in
capacitance and input resistance (Rdata55 kV, Cdata

566 pF) at four different preamplifier bandwidths. The so
line shown in the figure represents model predictions wh
accurately reproduce the trend observed in the meas
ments.

IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

A detailed theoretical and empirical investigation of ad
tive noise for indirect detection, active matrix flat-panel im
agers has been performed. Such imagers comprise a
elated array, incorporating photodiodes and thin-fi
transistors, and an associated electronic acquisition sys
A theoretical model of additive noise, defined as the noise
an imaging system in the absence of radiation, has been
veloped. This model is based upon an equivalent-no
circuit representation of an AMFPI. The model contains
number of uncorrelated noise components which have b
designated as pixel noise, data line thermal noise, extern
coupled noise, preamplifier noise and digitization noi
Pixel noise is further divided into the following componen
TFT thermal noise, shot and 1/f noise associated with th
TFT and photodiode leakage currents, and TFT trans
noise.

An examination of the validity of the model was pe
formed through detailed comparisons of model calculatio
with empirical results. These empirical results were obtain
through measurements involving a 26326 cm2, 508 mm
pixel-to-pixel pitch active matrix array connected to an ele
tronic acquisition system as well as through measurem

TABLE III. Model calculations of various additive noise components~in
units of electrons! for hypothetical AMPFI imaging systems incorporatin
100, 200, and 400mm pixel-to-pixel pitch arrays. In the calculations, th
array design characteristics and performance specifications were gen
based on design parameters representative of current state-of-the-art
as well as on the 508mm pitch array design used in the measurements. T
calculations assume an array size of 40340 cm2, a data line capacitance
based on 25 fF per pixel~Ref. 12!, a data line resistance based on 0.4 kV per
cm, and a value forgm @see Eq.~8!# of 8 mA/V ~corresponding to that of the
preamplifiers used in the measurement!. In addition, 16-bit resolution
analog-to-digital converters, a frame time of 100 ms and a preampl
bandwidth, f 0 , of 1/ptpix ~where tpix scales with the pixel pitch! were
assumed. The photodiodes were assumed to have a capacitance per un
of 89.7 pF/mm2 ~corresponding to that of the 508mm array!and a fill factor
~Ref. 2!of 80%. The TFT size was assumed to be 12mm39.5mm ~Ref. 22!
giving a TFT-on resistanceRon of ;6.6 MV ~Ref. 2!at Von equals 10 V. In
the calculation ofsdig using Eq.~10!, Qsignal was set to the pixel charge
capacity which was obtained assuming a photodiode bias voltage of26 V
~Ref. 2!. Finally, the externally coupled noise component,sext , was as-
sumed to be negligible.

Pixel pitch ~mm! 100 200 400

Pixel noise,spix 490 960 1910
Data line thermal noise,sdata 2310 580 140
Preamplifier noise,samp 560 160 50
ADC Digitization noise,sdig 120 480 1900
Total electronic noise,sadd 2430 1240 2730
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1853 Maolinbay et al. : Additive noise properties 1853
performed in the absence of the array~involving discrete
components connected to the preamplifier input!. The em-
pirical results consisted of measurements of the total add
noise as well as measurements of pixel noise, preampl
noise, and data line thermal noise components. Other n
components, which allowed access to the former com
nents, were either estimated or removed. For example, d
tization noise from the 16-bit ADCs used in the acquisiti
system was estimated to be;160e2. In addition, in all mea-
surements, externally coupled noise~originating from power
supplies and environmental electromagnetic interferen!
was reduced to the level of a few hundred electrons thro
careful system design and was then systematically elimin
using the analysis technique involving correlated noise s
traction previously described in Sec. II C 2.

Comparisons of model calculations and measurement
the pixel noise component as a function of frame time a
preamplifier integration time generally demonstrated go
agreement. The model indicates that, at frame times ab
;1 s, shot and 1/f noise components of the photodiode a
TFT increase rapidly and become the dominant compon
of pixel noise. At shorter frame times, the model predi
that pixel noise is increasingly dominated by TFT therm
noise. Measurements made at an extremely short frame
~;1.8 ms! isolated two independent contributions of TF
thermal noise. The reasonable degree of agreement bet
these measurements and model predictions provide st
evidence that the relatively complex role of TFT therm
noise has been properly incorporated into the model as
as support the prediction of dominance by TFT thermal no
contributions at short frame times.

Preamplifier noise and data line thermal noise com

FIG. 9. Zero-frequency DQE calculations for a hypothetical, indirect det
tion, active matrix flat-panel imager incorporating a 200mm pitch array with
an 80% fill factor. In addition, a 500mm thick CsI~Tl!converter is assumed
The calculations were performed using a model based on cascaded sy
formalism ~Ref. 3!. The calculations are presented as a function of t
additive noise at an x-ray energy of 80 kVp for three values of exposur
the detector spanning the range of the fluoroscopic application~i.e., min.,
max., and mean exposures! ~Refs. 3 and 5!. In these calculations, the effe
of noise power aliasing~Ref. 23! is not included.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 8, August 2000
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nents have been modeled using equivalent circuits to re
sent individual array data lines by discrete capacitors
resistors. The noise model indicates that the magnitude
both of these noise components is directly proportional to
preamplifier input capacitance~corresponding to the data lin
capacitance of the array!and to the square root of the pre
amplifier bandwidth. These predicted dependencies are
reasonable agreement with noise measurements perfo
on individual preamplifier channels using discrete RC co
ponents~simulating the data line! at their input. The model
also indicates that data line thermal noise is directly prop
tional to the square root of the input resistance to the p
amplifier ~corresponding to the resistance of the da
lines!—a dependence which was confirmed by the meas
ments. Finally, a measurement of preamplifier and data
thermal noise, obtained with the array connected to the e
tronics, was in agreement with measurements obtained in
absence of the array~involving discrete resistors and capac
tors simulating aspects of the array!, thereby helping to v
date the use of discrete components to test aspects o
model which might be otherwise inaccessible using an ar

The generally good agreement observed between m
calculations and measurements lends confidence to the u
the model for exploring the additive noise properties of h
pothetical imaging systems. Table III contains calculatio
of hypothetical imaging systems incorporating a
340 cm2 array, such as could be used for radiography
fluoroscopy. Predictions of the magnitude of various no
components, as well as of the total additive noise, are sh
for array designs incorporating pixel pitches of 100, 200, a
400 mm. As seen in the table, both pixel and digitizatio
noise increase with increasing pixel pitch due to the cor
sponding increase in pixel charge capacity.~In the case of
the digitization noise calculation, the maximum signal to
digitized was assumed to correspond to the pixel charge
pacity at a given pitch.!Under the assumptions of the calc
lations, data line thermal noise and preamplifier noise
crease with increasing pixel pitch due to the reduction in d
line capacitance as the number of pixels along the data
decreases. The predicted total additive noise is a minimum
200mm pixel pitch and is significantly higher at 100mm and
400 mm pitch. This result reflects the competing effects
the various noise contributions. In these calculations, the
mm pixel array design, which produces the smallest pi
signal for a given exposure among the three designs, exh
the worst signal-to-noise performance. The 200mm pitch
array, on the other hand, exhibits lower additive noise a
integrates four times more signal, thus offering considera
enhanced signal-to-noise performance compared to the
mm design.

The model for additive noise of flat-panel imagers p
sented in this paper can serve as an effective tool for ide
fying noise components that may limit the imaging perfo
mance of a system. Such information can be valuable in
process of optimizing performance through understand
and minimization of additive noise contributions. For e
ample, in the case of fluoroscopy which involves very lo
x-ray exposures per image frame, achieving low addit
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1854 Maolinbay et al. : Additive noise properties 1854
noise is crucial to insuring that the system is input-quantu
limited over as much of the exposure range as possible3,10

Presently, the additive noise levels of active matrix flat-pa
imagers are such that DQE falls sharply with decreas
exposure.3,10 The sensitivity of the DQE performance o
AMFPIs to the level of additive noise for exposures in t
fluoroscopic range is illustrated in Fig. 9. This figure clea
demonstrates the strong dependence of DQE on add
noise at low exposures. Motivated by such strong indicati
that reductions in additive noise can significantly impro
imager performance, a variety of strategies to reduce var
additive noise components~e.g., through reduction of dat
line capacitance, improvement in preamplifier design, a
the incorporation of correlated-noise-reduction techniqu!
are being pursued.5,10,24 Given the large amount of effor
associated with developing and implementing such impro
ments, the use of a reliable additive noise model in theo
ical predictions of imager performance can assist in ident
ing and pursuing those noise reduction strategies which o
the greatest potential performance enhancements.
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